Fluid motion affects the morphology, growth, physiology, feeding, reproduction, bioluminescence and behavior of planktonic organisms (e.g. Latz et al., 1994; Peters and Marrasé, 2000; Zirbel et al., 2000) . Different responses to flow may be elicited by different hydrodynamic stimuli, although the basis for all known forms of mechanoreception is thought to involve physical deformation of cellular components. Some behavioral responses of planktonic organisms appear to be associated with fluid acceleration, suggesting that cell deformation or mechanoreceptor activation occurs due to extension along streamlines in the accelerating flow. For example, the escape reactions of copepods and ciliates have been associated with acceleration (Yen and Fields, 1992; Yen, 1996, 1997; Kiørboe et al., 1999; Jakobsen, 2001; Titelman, 2001) . On the other hand, some responses to fluid motion are associated with tangential shear stress (hereafter, shear stress), due to velocity gradients across streamlines that presumably cause cell deformation. One example is the effect of shear on population growth of dinoflagellates Gibson, 1990, 1992; Juhl et al., 2000 Juhl et al., , 2001 Juhl and Latz, 2002) .
Flow-stimulated dinoflagellate luminescence is well known anecdotally from numerous observations of oceanic bioluminescence associated with breaking surface waves, swimming organisms and moving ships (e.g. Hobson, 1966; Staples, 1966; Tett and Kelley, 1973; Rohr et al., 1998) . Ecologically, dinoflagellate bioluminescence is thought to serve an anti-predatory role (Esaias and Curl, 1972; White, 1979; Buskey et al., 1983 Buskey et al., , 1985 Mensinger and Case, 1992; Fleisher and Case, 1995) . Laboratory studies of dinoflagellate bioluminescence indicate that fluid shear stress is an important stimulatory component (Latz et al., 1994; Latz and Rohr, 1999) , although fluid acceleration has also been suggested as a stimulus for bioluminescence (Anderson et al., 1988) . The objective of this study was to examine the response of luminescent dinoflagellates in an independent flow field that
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The present study used a smooth converging nozzle, providing a laminar flow field, to assess the importance of shear stress and acceleration in stimulating dinoflagellate bioluminescence. Advantages of this flow field are: (1) regions of relatively high shear stress and acceleration are spatially separated, (2) properties of the flow field change continually along the downstream direction and (3) the governing hydrodynamic equations are exactly known. Moreover, compared with previous flow fields used to study bioluminescence stimulation (Latz et al., 1994; Latz and Rohr, 1999) , the nozzle flow is unique in that there is no depletion of bioluminescence capacity prior to measurement.
Laboratory tests were performed over a range of flow rates for two dinoflagellate species, Lingulodinium polyedrum (formerly Gonyaulax polyedra) and Ceratocorys horrida. L. polyedrum, approximately 35·µm in diameter and common in coastal waters (Lewis and Hallett, 1997) , is the most wellcharacterized dinoflagellate in terms of its luminescent response to flow (e.g. Anderson et al., 1988; Latz et al., 1994; Latz and Rohr, 1999) . The oceanic species C. horrida, endemic to warm oligotrophic regions (Graham, 1942) , is approximately twice as large as L. polyedrum and possesses prominent antapical spines (Zirbel et al., 2000) . Both species have similar flash durations of approximately 150·ms (Latz and Lee, 1995) , resulting in a pathline illuminating the cell trajectory in the flow . Previous studies with fully developed pipe flow indicate that the threshold luminescent response of C. horrida occurs in flows with shear stress levels approximately one order of magnitude less than for L. polyedrum (Nauen, 1998) .
The following hypotheses were tested: (1) Bioluminescence will occur in regions of high shear stress. In nozzle flow, high shear stress is present only in the nozzle throat near the wall. If acceleration stimulates bioluminescence, flashes will occur outside the wall boundary layer where fluid acceleration is highest.
(2) At equivalent flow rates, cells of C. horrida will respond further upstream than L. polyedrum, in regions where shear stresses are less.
The position of cell stimulation and the corresponding flow properties at those locations were determined using a combination of video observations of individual flashes within the nozzle and numerical simulations of the flow field for identical flow conditions as the experiments.
Materials and methods
The flow apparatus consisted of a 119·cm-long × 22·cm-wide × 13·cm-deep head tank connected to a converging nozzle test section and an exit pipe, all fabricated of clear acrylic. The convergence tapered from a 2.54·cm inlet diameter to an exit diameter of 0.32·cm, giving a contraction ratio of 8:1. The contraction was axisymmetric along the centerline and can be described as:
where Y(X) is the radius at position X along the length (L=6.4·cm) of the contraction; Yin is the radius at the inlet (Yin=1.27·cm) where X=0, Ye is the radius at the nozzle exit (Ye=0.16·cm) where X=L, and π is in radians. The test section, subsequently referred to as the nozzle, included a 0.9·cm entrance length with radius Yin and 1.1·cm exit length with radius Ye. The narrowest section of the nozzle (the bottom third) is referred to as the throat. An exit pipe with the same radius as the nozzle exit delivered the effluent to a catch reservoir.
Flow from the head tank through the nozzle was driven by gravity and controlled by a manual valve at the pipe exit. The Reynolds number (Re) of each flow rate (Re=ρUavgD/µ, where ρ is fluid density and µ is fluid dynamic viscosity) was calculated based on average flow velocity (Uavg) at the nozzle exit diameter D (where D=2Ye), determined from measurements of volumetric flow rate made at the beginning, end and at 1-min intervals throughout each experiment. Values of Re were rounded off to the nearest hundred. Observations of injected dye confirmed that the flow remained laminar for all flow rates tested.
Experimental approach
Cultures of Lingulodinium polyedrum Stein Dodge and Ceratocorys horrida Stein were grown in half-strength f/2 medium (Guillard and Ryther, 1962 ) minus silicate and maintained at 20±0.5°C in an environmental chamber on a 12·h:12·h light:dark cycle as previously described (Latz and Rohr, 1999) .
Two types of experiments were performed. Cell suspension experiments, in which a homogenous distribution of organisms was present in the flow field, involved no a priori assumptions about the position of cell stimulation. Cell injection experiments introduced cells at specific radial positions at the nozzle inlet to verify the position of stimulated cells as determined by the cell suspension experiments.
Prior to the end of the light phase, when cells are mechanically inexcitable (Biggley et al., 1969; Latz and Lee, 1995) , subsamples of the cultures were diluted with 0.45·µm filtered seawater if necessary and, depending on the experiment, added to the head tank for cell suspension experiments or loaded into syringes for cell injection experiments. At the beginning of the dark phase, the room was darkened and cells were thereafter subjected to short periods of dim red light only. Testing commenced 2.5-4·h into the dark phase, when stimulated bioluminescence is maximal (Biggley et al., 1969; Latz and Lee, 1995) . Room temperature was 19-20°C and varied by <0.5°C during each experiment.
Bioluminescence within the nozzle was imaged with an intensified SIT video camera (Cohu Inc. model 55) or intensified CCD video camera (Dage GenIISYS), each fitted with a Fujinon 25·mm lens used at f/0.85 or f/1.4 and fitted Flow stimulation of dinoflagellate bioluminescence with a +4 diopter lens. Video frame rate was 30·Hz. The 12·cm-wide camera field of view encompassed the entire nozzle, with the focal plane centered on the nozzle centerline.
For cell suspension experiments, cultures of either L. polyedrum or C. horrida were diluted into filtered seawater to give a final volume of 16·liters and a calculated cell concentration of 15 or 30·cells·ml -1 , respectively. Random swimming by both species helped maintain a nearly homogenous distribution of organisms; thus, it was assumed that mean cell concentration did not vary within a test. A single daily experiment consisted of one filling of the head tank and tests with several flow rates.
Cell injection experiments examined the response of cells introduced at known radial positions at the nozzle inlet. Cells were injected at the nozzle inlet along a radius in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the camera. Cells were loaded into 60·ml plastic syringes fitted to Teflon™ tubing coupled to a plastic pipette tip with a 0.04·cm orifice. The tip orifice was positioned flush with the inlet of the nozzle, with the radial position of the tip controlled by a micromanipulator. Cells were injected at the nozzle inlet at a rate of 0.008·ml·s -1 . Dye studies were first performed using the identical injection apparatus to visualize the trajectory of injected material at different radial positions. The dye stream was observed to remain in the injection plane throughout its passage through the nozzle, confirming that the radial position of injected material could be measured directly from the two-dimensional video record.
Two types of cell injection experiments were performed. First, using L. polyedrum, a series of eight radial positions between wall and centerline was tested at Re≈2500 (Table·1). Second, cells of L. polyedrum and C. horrida were injected at centerline to verify that, because of their response latency, they were not responding out of view of the initial camera position. This concern is greatest for cells moving along centerline, where flow velocity is highest and cells stimulated within the nozzle could respond as much as several centimeters downstream of the nozzle. To verify that cells were not being stimulated downstream out of the camera view, the camera position was moved so that it imaged 20·cm downstream of the nozzle to account for a response latency as high as 0.1·s, five times the estimated response latency of 20·ms (Widder and Case, 1981) . Cells were injected at centerline for the highest flow rate tested in the cell suspension experiments. Periodically, the injector position was moved to the wall to verify cell stimulability.
Video analysis
The objective of the video analysis of cell suspension and injection experiments was to provide the position of each flash response so that subsequent numerical simulations could calculate the position of cell stimulation and the hydrodynamic parameters at that location. Although L. polyedrum and C. horrida can produce more than one flash (Latz and Lee, 1995) , during the brief residence time in the nozzle no more than 1·flash·cell -1 was observed. Flashes typically lasted for 3-4 successive video frames and, because the cells were moving, appeared as streaks within each video frame (Fig.·1 ). Approximately 40 individual flashes were analyzed for each flow rate using single-frame playback of the video record on a video monitor. The precision for measuring the position of a flash on the screen of the video monitor was 0.05·cm. Unless otherwise stated, values represent the arithmetic mean with one standard error of the mean. In some cases, median values were used for comparison between flow rates. Statistical tests were performed using Statview software (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA).
The downstream position, X1, of flash initiation was always obtained directly from the individual video frames. For cell injection experiments, the radial position of flash initiation, Y1, was also measured directly from the video record because flashes occurred in the injection plane normal to the camera. For cell suspension experiments, flash radial position could not be measured directly because flashes could occur azimuthally at any angle within the nozzle; therefore, a different analysis method was required. For this case, the flash radial position, Y1, was estimated from average flash velocity, determined by the change in position of the leading edge of a flash streak in consecutive video frames. Given X1 and flash velocity, Y1 was calculated from the numerical flow simulations. For both types of experiments, once the downstream and radial positions of flash initiation (X1, Y1) were determined, numerical simulations adjusted for flash latency to provide the position of cell stimulation (X0 and Y0) and the values of acceleration and shear stress at that position (see next section).
As a check for accuracy, both methods of determining radial position, Y1, were compared for a subset of flashes recorded during the cell injection experiments. As previously described, for injected cells the radial position of flash initiation can be determined directly from each video frame by direct measurement. These radial positions were compared with those estimated from the average flash speed analysis using numerical simulations.
Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations of the nozzle flow field allowed for high-resolution mapping of the position of organism stimulation and the flow parameters at that position. This approach was especially important because flow properties changed continuously in the downstream direction. Numerical simulations served three purposes: (1) to obtain the radial position of flash initiation, Y1, for cell suspension experiments; (2) to account for the response latency of organisms within the developing flow field, such that the position of cell stimulation was upstream of that for flash initiation; and (3) to calculate values of acceleration and shear stress at the position of stimulated cells. For these simulations, it was assumed that the organisms behaved as fluid particles and that their presence had no effect on the flow. This assumption is quite plausible because the volume fraction of the organisms, approximately 10 -7 , was sufficiently low (Elghobashi, 1994) , their density is only slightly greater than that of the liquid water (Kamykowski et al., 1992) so they are almost neutrally buoyant, and their local swimming speed (Kamykowski et al., 1992) is much less than the carrier flow velocity. Previous pipe flow experiments at these organism concentrations demonstrated no effect on the Newtonian nature of the flow (Latz and Rohr, 1999) . Moreover, video recordings of flash and dye trajectories from cell and dye injection studies showed no apparent differences, suggesting that, for the purpose of calculating the position of stimulation, individual cells followed fluid streamlines.
The numerical method computed the properties (velocity and pressure) of the flow inside the nozzle. This flow was laminar, incompressible and axisymmetric. The governing equations were the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations, which are expressions of conservation of momentum and mass, respectively. These partial differential equations were discretized on a boundary-fitted orthogonal curvilinear grid generated by solving a system of Laplace equations with suitable boundary conditions to satisfy orthogonality. Prescribed boundary conditions were: no-slip along the nozzle wall, axisymmetry along centerline, uniform velocity profile at the nozzle inlet plane, and zero axial velocity at the exit plane.
For the two-dimensional nozzle geometry, there were two coordinate variables, X and Y. The geometry was mapped from the physical domain X,Y onto a uniformly spaced orthogonal ξ,η domain (Mobley and Stewart, 1980) . The resulting grid allowed the governing equations to be discretized using the finite volume method in which the solution domain was divided into contiguous quadrilateral curvilinear control volumes. A modified SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar, 1980) was used to solve the discretized equations and obtain the two components of velocity and pressure at the grid nodes.
The following steps were taken to obtain the flow conditions responsible for stimulation of the organism (Table·2). The flow field was computed for similar Reynolds numbers as the experiments. The downstream (X1) and radial (Y1) position of flash initiation was obtained as described in the previous section. The final position (X0 and Y0) of organism stimulation was calculated from X1 and Y1 by following the streamline upstream an additional 20·ms to account for the response latency (Widder and Case, 1981) . The hydrodynamic properties at the stimulation position (X0 and Y0) were M. I. Latz and others Average flow velocity at the nozzle exit See Materials and methods for details. Flow stimulation of dinoflagellate bioluminescence calculated using cubic-spline interpolation of the properties at the fixed grid nodes. The effect of steady and changing pressure on bioluminescence stimulation was not considered in this study because dinoflagellates are known to be relatively insensitive to pressure (Gooch and Vidaver, 1980; Swift et al., 1981; Krasnow et al., 1981; Donaldson et al., 1983) . If shear stress thresholds of 0.1·N·m -2 for luminescent dinoflagellates were the same for pressure, above-threshold levels would exist essentially throughout the entire ocean (Rohr et al., 2002) .
Results

Computational description of the nozzle flow field
Velocity vectors derived from the computational simulation showed that the velocity profile was approximately flat, except near the walls. The region of flow where the velocity was less than 10% that of centerline (referred to as the wall boundary layer) was a convenient demarcation indicating where crossstream velocity gradients (proportional to shear stress) were relatively large. Velocity gradients along streamlines (proportional to acceleration) were greatest away from the nozzle walls and at the nozzle throat (Fig.·2) . Maximum acceleration achieved during this study was 200·m·s -2 along centerline at X=5.75·cm for Re=5100. For all flows tested, shear stress was negligible outside the wall boundary layer and zero along centerline. The shear stress contour of 0.1·N·m -2 , approximating the response threshold for L. polyedrum (Latz et al., 1994; Latz and Rohr, 1999) , was always located within the boundary layer. For the range of flow rates used in this study, the maximum thickness of the flow field with shear stress levels of >0.1·N·m -1 was 0.04-0.05·cm. The shear stress contour of 0.02·N·m -2 , representing the shear stress response threshold of C. horrida (Nauen, 1998) , was also contained within the boundary layer; the maximum thickness of the layer with shear stress levels of >0.02·N·m -1 was 0.07-0.14·cm.
Cell suspension experiments
Despite being distributed throughout the flow volume, flash responses of L. polyedrum and C. horrida were only observed at the nozzle throat (Fig.·1) . For both species, the downstream position, X1, of flash initiation (Fig.·3 ) shifted significantly upstream with increasing flow rate (one-way ANOVA: L. polyedrum, F=313.1, d.f.=2, 119, P<0.0001; C. horrida, F=136.5, d.f.=3, 160, P<0.0001). The differences between species were consistent with the higher flow sensitivity of C. horrida (Nauen, 1998) . First, the minimum flow rate to which C. horrida responded (Re=400) was lower than for L. polyedrum (Re=800). Second, at similar flow rates, flashes of C. horrida were initiated higher in the nozzle than for L. polyedrum. For example, at the highest flow rate tested (Re=5100) the mean downstream position of 3.9±0.08·cm for C. horrida was significantly different from that of 4.8±0.03·cm for L. polyedrum (t-test, t=9.94, d.f.=81, P<0.0001).
Greater than 99% of all cells were stimulated within the boundary layer; four responses by L. polyedrum attributed to cells outside the boundary layer may have been spontaneous flashes (Sweeney and Hastings, 1958; Latz and Lee, 1995) and not flow stimulated. For all flow rates, L. polyedrum cells were stimulated at a mean position of <0.035·cm from the wall, within the boundary layer (data not shown). Values of acceleration at the position of stimulated cells were always <4·m·s -2 and frequently near zero, especially at the lowest flow rate (Fig.·4) . The minimum value of shear stress at these cell positions within the boundary layer was 0.7, 0.6 and 0.6·N·m -2 for Re=800, 2500 and 5100, respectively.
All C. horrida cells were stimulated within the boundary layer, with a mean of <0.028·cm from the wall (data not shown). At Re=400, the minimum stimulatory flow rate tested, values of fluid acceleration at the position of stimulated cells were <0.59·m·s -2 (<0.1·g) (Fig.·5) . At these positions, shear stress was 0.08-0.44·N·m -2 . Even at the highest flow rate tested (Re=5100), all stimulated cells were located near the wall where acceleration was <2·m·s -2 (~0.2·g). The minimum value of shear stress at the cell positions was 0.08, 0.17, 0.05 and 0.09·N·m -2 for Re=400, 900, 2300 and 5100, respectively.
To assess the relative stimulatory effects of acceleration and shear stress, values at the position of stimulated cells (X0, Y0) were normalized to maximum levels along the nozzle radius, Y, for that downstream X0 position. For both species, mean values of shear stress were 79-100% of maximum when mean values of acceleration were only 3-21% of maximum (Fig.·6) .
Calculation of the position of a stimulated cell is sensitive to the value of response latency used in the numerical simulations. For example, a longer response latency will translate the position of stimulation further upstream from the position of flash initiation. Because the response latency of L. polyedrum and C. horrida to flow stimulation is unknown, the value of 20·ms, obtained for mechanical stimulation of the dinoflagellate Pyrocyctis fusiformis (Widder and Case, 1981) , was used. To examine the sensitivity of the computational results to the chosen value of response latency, differences in the calculated position of stimulated cells of L. polyedrum as a function of response latency were assessed for three flow rates. Latency values of 5, 10, 15 and 25·ms were tested in addition to the 20·ms standard. At the lowest flow rate tested (Re=800), there were no resolvable differences in downstream cell position and the ranges of acceleration and shear stress at 
Cell injection experiments
To further confirm that organisms were stimulated within the wall shear layer and not in the region of high acceleration, cells of L. polyedrum were injected at the nozzle inlet in the plane normal to the axis of the camera at different radial positions from centerline to the inlet wall. No flashes were observed at the injector, suggesting that there was minimal pre-stimulation of cells due to the injection procedure. Only cells injected at >0.7Y in were stimulated within the nozzle (Fig.·7A) . Stimulated cells had a mean downstream position, X0, of 5.5·cm and were located approximately 0.01·cm from the wall, within the boundary layer (data not shown). The maximum response rate of 71% of injected cells, for an injection position of 0.8Yin, indicated that most cells were responding. Shear stress levels at the position of stimulated cells were near maximum for that downstream (X) position, while acceleration was <10% of maximum levels outside the boundary layer (Fig.·7B) .
Cell injection experiments also allowed comparison of the numerical simulation estimates of Yo with those from direct video analysis. Analysis of 40 flashes, from an experiment in which cells were injected at 0.8Yin at the nozzle inlet at Re=2500, showed little difference between the two methods. Video analysis gave a radial position Y1=0.23±0.03·cm at a downstream position X1=5. 31±0.19·cm ; the numerical simulations calculated a radial position Y0=0.22±0.02·cm at X0=5.46±0.18·cm. The difference between methods was less than the uncertainty associated with determining the flash initiation position on the video monitor. Although each method has its own assumptions and limitations, both predict flash positions within the boundary layer and yield similar response trends. Because centerline velocities were as high as 2·m·s -1 , a response latency of 20·ms could result in flashes occurring as much as 4·cm downstream from where they were stimulated, possibly outside the initial camera field of view. To account for this possible bias, cells injected along centerline were monitored up to 20·cm downstream of the nozzle exit. Dye experiments showed that the flow remained laminar throughout this region. At Re=5100, the highest flow rate tested in this study, no flashes from >3000 cells of L. polyedrum injected at centerline were observed either within the nozzle or downstream of the nozzle within the exit pipe. For almost 3000 cells of C. horrida injected at centerline for Re=5100, 3% of the cells were observed responding within the exit pipe. During these experiments, cell viability was confirmed by periodically moving the injection point to the inlet wall, where numerous flashes were observed.
Discussion
The nozzle flow field provided spatial separation of regions of high acceleration, outside the boundary layer, from those of high shear stress within the thin boundary layer at the nozzle throat. This flow pattern was similar for all flow rates and allowed for unambiguous assessment of the stimulatory component of flow. For both dinoflagellate species tested, whether cells were in suspension or injected, flashes were stimulated near the wall in the nozzle throat. In this region shear stress levels were relatively high compared with elsewhere in the flow field, whereas levels of acceleration were relatively low. Flashes were rarely stimulated outside the boundary layer even though levels of acceleration were as high as 20·g. Based on the spatial pattern of stimulation, it is concluded that cell stimulation was due to fluid shear stress and not acceleration. If cells had been responding to acceleration, then flashes would have been expected outside the boundary layer where levels of acceleration were much greater. Injection of L. polyedrum cells at centerline demonstrated they were not responding to acceleration downstream beyond the field of view of the camera. Therefore, even in a highly accelerating flow field, the luminescent response of L. polyedrum was associated with shear stress.
Changes in flow rate affected the levels of acceleration and shear stress within the flow field but did not alter the general flow pattern. For both species, there was a significant change in the downstream position of stimulated cells, as the stimulation position moved upstream with increasing flow rate. This response was consistent with the higher levels of shear stress within the upstream boundary layer as flow rate increased. A comparison of the responses of the two species indicated that differences in the spatial pattern of stimulation reflected the species flow sensitivity. C. horrida stimulated cells were positioned higher in the flow field, for equivalent flow rates, and responded at lower flow rates than for L. polyedrum, consistent with the former's greater flow sensitivity (Nauen, 1998) . (van Duuren, 1968) . Although there is centripetal acceleration, there is no acceleration along velocity gradients. In fully developed laminar pipe flow, the parabolic velocity distribution across the pipe radius results in a gradient of shear stress, with maximum shear at the wall and zero shear at centerline (Schlichting, 1979) . In this flow field there is no mean acceleration and the mean shear profile across the pipe is balanced by the pressure gradient. In nozzle flow, used in the present study, most of the volume is dominated by acceleration, with only a thin shear layer near the wall at the nozzle throat. Nozzle flow is also different from the other flow fields in that it presents a developing flow field where flow parameters change dramatically throughout the volume. For all three flow fields, response thresholds are determined based on the minimum flow condition in which bioluminescence is stimulated. In the present study with nozzle flow, a response threshold was obtained for each flow rate based on the minimum shear stress value at the position of all stimulated cells. For L. polyedrum, the response threshold for shear stress was 0.6·N·m -2 . This response threshold is similar to, although somewhat higher than, the shear stress threshold of 0.3·N·m -2 obtained for fully developed pipe flow at similar concentrations (Latz and Rohr, 1999) . For C. horrida, the shear stress response threshold obtained for nozzle flow was 0.05·N·m -2 while that for fully developed pipe flow is 0.02·N·m -2 (Nauen, 1998) . Considering that a difference in flash location of as small as 0.01·cm can result in significantly different flow properties, as well as the uncertainty in organism response latency, the experimental results using nozzle flow were remarkably consistent with those from other flow fields. Overall, these results demonstrate that organisms are responding to specific, quantitative, hydrodynamic aspects of the flow, regardless of the flow field used.
Flow sensing
Dinoflagellate bioluminescence is considered to have an anti-predator function by decreasing grazing pressure (Esaias and Curl, 1972; White, 1979) through altering predator swimming behavior (Buskey et al., 1983 (Buskey et al., , 1985 . However, the response threshold for dinoflagellate bioluminescence, occurring in flows with shear stress levels in the order of 0.1·N·m -2 (Latz et al., 1994; Nauen, 1998; Latz and Rohr, 1999 ; present study), equivalent to fluid strain rates of approximately 100·s -1 , is several orders of magnitude higher than response thresholds for flow-stimulated predator avoidance behaviors by other planktonic organisms (reviewed by Kiørboe et al., 1999; Jakobsen, 2001) . Are levels of fluid strain sufficient to stimulate bioluminescence present in the feeding current of a predator? Using siphon flow as a mimic of a grazer feeding current, a feeding current flow rate of 0.279·ml·s -1 (table·2 of Jakobsen, 2001 ) and equation·2 of Kiørboe et al. (1999) , bioluminescence stimulation is estimated to occur at a distance of only 0.06·cm from the siphon inlet. If the siphon flow field represents the feeding current of a filtering dinoflagellate predator, then dinoflagellate bioluminescence would only be stimulated very close to the predator. Video observations of the interactions between dinoflagellates and their copepod grazers verify that bioluminescence is associated with feeding activities and not flow disturbance (Buskey et al., 1985) . Therefore, it is unlikely that dinoflagellate bioluminescence is stimulated by the flow within a predator feeding current, as are the escape behaviors of copepods, rotifers and ciliates. Rather, stimulation may occur either by direct handling of the cell by a grazer or by the shear stress produced by a moving organism. Bioluminescence generated by swimming animals in a 'minefield' of luminescent dinoflagellates can allow visual predators to better find prey (Mensinger and Case, 1992; Fleisher and Case, 1995) . Oceanic conditions providing suprathreshold shear levels include not only the boundaries of swimming organisms (Rohr et al., 1998) but also flow at the ocean boundaries and in highly turbulent events such as breaking waves (Rohr et al., 2002) .
Under what conditions would accelerating flows be stimulatory? In a study of L. polyedrum (Anderson et al., 1988) , bioluminescence was not stimulated by steady centripetal acceleration as high as 100·g or changing centripetal acceleration of 1·g·s -1 . Only variable centripetal acceleration of the order of 10·g·s -1 , associated with abrupt starts and stops of a rotating chamber, were considered stimulatory, but it is unclear if the stimulation resulted from the acceleration change or from vibration or start/stop transients. In the present study, accelerations as high as 20·g, with estimated rates of change of >10·g·s -1 , were not stimulatory to L. polyedrum. It is unlikely that accelerations above this magnitude are prevalent in the ocean, so acceleration is not an ecologically relevant stimulus of dinoflagellate bioluminescence.
Nevertheless, highly accelerating flows may be important tools in understanding mechanotransduction. Flow stimuli are believed to elicit bioluminescence as a result of cell deformation, leading to a signaling process involving a calcium-mediated second messenger pathway . The initial step may involve changes in membrane fluidity (Mallipattu et al., 2002) or activation of plasma membrane proteins as in other flow-sensitive organisms (Gudi et al., 1996; Labrador et al., 2003) . This process leads to generation of an action potential at the vacuole membrane (Eckert, 1966) that results in proton flux into the cytoplasm, activating the luminescent chemistry (Fritz et al., 1990) . Flow conditions with equivalent levels of fluid strain are expected to cause identical amounts of cell deformation, whether the strain is due to elongation within an accelerating fluid (due to the velocity gradient along a streamline) or shear (due to the velocity gradient across streamlines). Bioluminescence should therefore be stimulated in highly accelerating flows in which the elongation stress is greater than the known threshold for shear stress. The equivalence of elongation and shear in eliciting a biological response was experimentally validated for escape swimming of the copepod Acartia tonsa (Kiørboe et al., 1999) . The issue is difficult to investigate for bioluminescence stimulation because of the very high flow rates necessary to obtain sufficiently high levels of fluid strain from acceleration.
Dinoflagellate flow visualization
Dinoflagellate bioluminescence is a powerful tool for flow visualization under conditions not amenable to conventional methods Rohr et al., 1998) . Organisms are the size of typical flow markers (Irani and Callis, 1973) , can remain in suspension due to cell swimming or near-neutral buoyancy, respond nearly instantaneously within regions of above threshold shear stress, and can be used at cell concentrations that have no effect on the Newtonian nature of the fluid. A further advantage is that dinoflagellate bioluminescence is easily visualized and quantified. Unlike visualization of conventional flow markers, bioluminescence can be detected by low-light camera systems at distances in the order of meters, without the need to optically discriminate individual organisms. The level of average bioluminescence intensity, a function of species abundance, stimulatory volume and level, and the number of organisms responding (Rohr et al., 1998; Latz and Rohr, 1999) , is readily measured by extremely sensitive photomultiplier detectors. Demonstrated uses of dinoflagellate flow visualization include visualization of boundaries and flow separation Rohr et al., 1998) and pinpointing regions of high shear in bioreactors (Chen et al., 2003) . Possible applications of luminescent flow visualization include mapping regions of high shear in prosthetic heart valve flows (Yoganathan et al., 1998) and identifying highly dissipative regions of flow in the ocean (Rohr et al., 2002) .
The present study successfully incorporated computational and experimental fluid approaches to examine a transient biological process. Even though the organisms were advected through this flow field of the order of seconds, the nearinstantaneous luminescent response and use of numerical simulations allowed high-resolution mapping of the stimulatory regions of the flow field. Computational approaches have tremendous potential in determining the forces on, and deformation of, small organisms in both laminar and turbulent flows (e.g. Jiang et al., 2002) . When coupled with numerical simulations, the experimental use of dinoflagellate bioluminescence is an effective technique to resolve flow properties at the small spatial and temporal scales relevant to the organism and holds promise for providing new understanding of complex flow phenomena (Stokes et al., 2004) .
